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Vatican reportedly threatens legal action after
artist photographs gay couples kissing inside
churches 
Spanish artist Gonzalo Orquin created a photo series featuring images of couples in love—both gay
and straight—kissing inside churches in Rome. The Vatican reportedly sent a letter to Orquin’s
gallery, threatening to fight back if the photos were put on public display.

BY CAROL KURUVILLA / NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2013, 6:10 PM

COURTESY OF GONZALO ORQUIN
Photographer Gonzalo Orquin included 16 pictures in his series titled “Si, Quiero” (Yes, I want it).

This artist sealed his fate with several kisses.

The Vatican has allegedly threatened to retaliate against an artist who snapped photos of gay
couples kissing at the altars of several churches in Rome.
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Less than three months ago, Pope Francis shocked many with his statement about gay people in the
Catholic church—asking “Who am I to judge?” But the Vatican has reportedly decided to judge in this
case. And according to artist Gonzalo Orquin, his photos didn’t pass the test.

COURTESY OF GONZALO ORQUIN
Orquin said he didn’t ask permission before the shoot, since he expected to hear a “no.”

RELATED: CATHOLIC LEADER CLAIMS SATAN TO BLAME FOR GAY MARRIAGE, CONDOMS

Orquin’s photo series, “Si, Quiero” (Yes, I want it) was scheduled to debut at the Galleria L’Opera in
Rome on Sept. 25. The day before the exhibition opened, the gallery received a letter from the
Vicariate of Rome threatening “legal retaliation” if the work was “exposed,” Orquin said.

The gallery spoke with lawyers and decided to cover up the photos. But Orquin wasn’t happy with
the Vatican’s verdict.
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COURTESY OF GONZALO ORQUIN
The “flash mob style” photos were taken as quickly as possible. “I did not expect to make good
photographs, but a witness of fact,” Orquin told The News.

“I am a Catholic. I believe in God deeply,” Orquin told The News in an email. “I think if you look
closely at my pictures no one can find blasphemy or sacrilege. A kiss is a gesture of love, of
tenderness between human beings.”

RELATED: POPE FRANCIS: GOD’S MERCY EXTENDS TO ATHEISTS AND AGNOSTICS

The photo series was part of a larger exhibition that focused on the theme of marriage. Orquin said
he created a large-scale painting representing the wedding night. He also constructed an installation
about the memory of marriage in the past, using hundreds of vintage pictures, sounds, and video.
But the last part of the work was the most controversial.
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Hollywood's hottest have taken up unconventional
beauty routines. Sometimes it takes a village - and
some strange practices - to get celebrities into camera-
ready shape. From cupping to vampire facials, check
out some of the strangest beauty regimens of the stars
... Evidently the jet-setting lifestyle is catching up with
Rita Ora. The "R.I.P" singer has been working around
the clock to finish her upcoming U.S. album, so we're
not surprised she's in serious need of a pick-me-up. Rita
and her friend, model and TV host, Emily Rose got
Vitamin B12 injected into her derriere and posted a
photo on Instagram for the whole world to see on Sept.
27, 2013.

A Catholic priest in
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another kind of father —
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Jimmy Kimmel Thursday
night, venting over the late-
night funnyman poking fun at him for boasting of being
the No. 1 rock star on the planet in a BBC interview.
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down so he could be raped
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visiting room has been
sentenced for 20 years. Sabrina Bonner, 25, blindfolded
the young boy during several visits to the Toul detention
center between 2009 and 2010 so partner Lionel
Barthelemy, 31, could have sex with him.
Just before a lethal injection
was pumped into his veins,
killer Arturo Diaz warned
youngsters to stay away
from drugs and told his
family "I am with God."
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best friend — after it
stopped a tiny child from
crawling into waves crashing down on a beach. The
quick-thinking pup was caught on camera lying down in
front of the youngster to protect him from the rough
water.
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winds overturned a Florida

fishing boat carrying a dad and his little girl, who finally
made it ashore after bobbing for 12 hours in the Indian
River.
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COURTESY OF GONZALO ORQUIN
Orquin has been working on the project since the beginning of the year. He said the couples who
participated were all volunteers.

At the beginning of the year, Orquin began to search for volunteers—both gay and straight. He said
he didn’t ask permission from the churches, aiming for a “flash mob” style shoot.

“Lots of people told me no,” Orquin said about his search for willing couples. “Others were excited to
help me.”

RELATED: POPE FRANCIS PLANS TO DRIVE USED CAR AROUND VATICAN CITY BY
HIMSELF

COURTESY OF GONZALO ORQUIN
As a Catholic, Orquin believes in God deeply. “I think if you look closely at my pictures no one can
find blasphemy or sacrilege,” he said.
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horrifying Kenya mall
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Lloyd, was indicted by a
grand jury as an accessory
to murder after the fact on
Friday morning in Fall River (Mass.) Superior Court.
She's a lady in red! Sofia
Vergara flaunts her
bombshell curves in one
super sexy red dress as
she arrives to a "Live with
Kelly and Michael" taping in New York City on Sept. 25,
2013.

A Missouri man who was
arrested during a scuffle
with emergency workers
while they were tending to
his daughter after she shot
herself in the head says he’s still fighting the charges six
months later.

Cops in Palm Beach, Fla.,
are looking for a woman
who stole an iPad and then
took a series of self-incriminating selfies, apparently
unaware that the device's owner could access them.

If you can't beat her, kiss
her. That was apparently
Diana Taurasi's strategy
during Thursday night's WNBA playoff game as the
former UConn star's Phoenix Mercury team was getting
drilled by the Minnesota Lynx.

In the photo, the polka-dot
clad toddler scampers to
safety, her face frozen with
fear and confusion, as a rescuer in a plaid shirt urges
her on with an outstretched hand.

One person who’s not likely
to be voting for Leah
Remini on “Dancing With
the Stars” is ex-bff Kirstie
Alley. The “Cheers” and
“Veronica’s Closet” alum is livid that “Dancing With the
Stars” -- a reality show on which she herself once
competed -- is giving Remini a platform on which to
bash the Church of Scientology, a source told
RadarOnline.

The bloodthirsty terrorists
who laid siege to the
Westgate Mall in Nairobi,
Kenya turned the shopping center into a house of
horrors, mutilating their victims in gruesome fashion. A
doctor told Kenya's The Star newspaper that Al Shabab
militants castrated hostages, gouged out eyes and cut
off limbs.Brooklyn teen Jean Fritz
Pierre drowned on a class
field trip in June, but that
didn’t stop school officials
who called his devastated
dad last week to tell him his son was skipping class.This haunted house won't scare the pants off you,
because you'll already be nude. Shocktoberfest, a
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He ended up with 16 photographs showing a “kiss before God.”

“I wanted to show that if God is love (and this I have learned in church), no one can tell us what kind
of love is best,” Orquin said. “I don’t think my love is different of others’ love.”

After receiving the Vatican letter, Orquin covered up the photos in black, to represent what he called
censorship.
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COURTESY OF GONZALO ORQUIN
“A kiss is a gesture of love, of tenderness between human beings,” the artist said.

RELATED: POPE FRANCIS: 'NOT NECESSARY' FOR CATHOLICS TO FOCUS ON DIVISIVE
ISSUES

A spokesman for Vatican administrators claimed the photos challenged the Italian constitution and
“could harm the religious sentiment of the faithful.”

“Italian constitutional law safeguards an individual’s religious feeling and the function of places of
worship,” Cladio Tanturri told The Local. “Therefore photos that are not suitable and do not conform
to the spirituality of the place offend and infringe upon the advancement of man in the particular
place for the expression of faith.”

In an interview last week, Pope Francis said that the church often gets bogged down in divisive
discussions about gay marriage, abortion, and contraception. Instead, he urged Catholics to heal the
wounds of the faithful who have have been hurt by the church.

Orquin seems to be one of those people.

“The Pope Francisco said he is not one to judge others, and that the church are all welcome,” Orquin
said. “Then what does the church seek to do? Condemn all as usual? Or embrace everyone as
Jesus did?”
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